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CURVED PLANER CE96H

€431,58 (excl. VAT)

Professional planer from Virutex to plan concave or convex surfaces. You can also adjust the machine
horizontally in order to carry out more classic planing work. Ideal for use on boats/shipyards, in carpentry
or in all other applications where a round surface needs to be planed. Thanks to the light weight of this

planer, it is very pleasant to use, both in the workshop and outside. Standard delivery with a set of
reversible blades in high quality carbide (widia), vertical guide and connector for dust extraction. Would

you like a more rustic finish to your work piece? Optionally, a set of blades for Adze texture finish is
available. Finally, the machine settings provide you with a range of final results and finishes.

Supplied as standard in a handy PVC case.

SKU: VIR-CE96H
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Professional planer from Virutex to plan concave or convex surfaces. You can also adjust the machine
horizontally in order to carry out more classic planing work. Ideal for use on boats/shipyards, in carpentry or in
all other applications where a round surface needs to be planed. Thanks to the light weight of this planer, it is

very pleasant to use, both in the workshop and outside. Standard delivery with a set of reversible blades in high
quality carbide (widia), vertical guide and connector for dust extraction. Would you like a more rustic finish to
your work piece? Optionally, a set of blades for Adze texture finish is available. Finally, the machine settings

provide you with a range of final results and finishes.
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Supplied as standard in a handy PVC case.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Curved planer
For concave or convex surfaces

Light weight, pleasant to use

DESCRIPTION

Professional planer from Virutex to plan concave or convex surfaces. You can also adjust the machine
horizontally in order to carry out more classic planing work. Ideal for use on boats/shipyards, in carpentry or in
all other applications where a round surface needs to be planed. Thanks to the light weight of this planer, it is

very pleasant to use, both in the workshop and outside. Standard delivery with a set of reversible blades in high
quality carbide (widia), vertical guide and connector for dust extraction. Would you like a more rustic finish to
your work piece? Optionally, a set of blades for Adze texture finish is available. Finally, the machine settings

provide you with a range of final results and finishes. Supplied as standard in a handy PVC case.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 3,2 kg

Input Power 700W

Cutting depth 0-3mm

Planing width 80mm

Minimum concave radius 450mm

Minimum convexe radius 400mm
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No-load speed 16500rpm


